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The North Korean government on Wednesday launched propaganda
broadcasts on a TV station controlled by the army. In a statement,

Pyongyang accused the South of failing to retaliate against the North for a
series of artillery attacks on the south's Yeonpyeong island, prompting the
military to threaten to continue shelling the islands, known as Dokdo in the

South, unless the South apologized. The unification ministry said the
military-run Station Mundong on Tuesday began broadcasting a new

station, Korean Central Television, on the same frequency as the South's
broadcasting station, KBS. This is the first time a military station has run a

television station. The North's recent propaganda broadcasts on South
Korean television have strongly angered the South Korean public and
prompted the government to mount a massive propaganda campaign

against the North. The North's threat to renew shelling of the islands that
straddle the border came as the military vowed to respond to a military
bombardment of a border island by the South this week that killed four

soldiers. South Korean forces began shelling the North's Yeonpyeong island
on Tuesday after the North shelled a border island Monday in its largest

artillery attack on the South in years. North Korea responded with
accusations of a "grave military provocation" and vowed retaliation. The

North has accused South Korea's conservative government of "mob rule."
South Korea's government has accused the North of using propaganda to
drive wedges between the two Koreas and provoke public anger. After the
artillery barrage, the South Korean military fired a barrage of 30-40 shells
into the water just north of the North's island in a show of force that South
Korean officials called an "ill-advised" act. North Korea's official KCNA news

agency said the island assault was a "successful military mission" that
destroyed equipment used by the South and killed four soldiers. The

military said in a statement it "took military counter-action against the
South Korean forces who attacked military posts of the North Korean army
on the eastern front," near the southern part of the border dividing the two
Koreas. South Korean officials said they could not verify that North Korea's
military had carried out the attack. But they said the shells had originated
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from South Korean territory. North Korea's state-run KCNA news agency
reported that the military had destroyed a South Korean army missile unit,
helicopters, a patrol boat, an anti-aircraft gun, and other equipment. North
Korea's leader Kim Jong Un called in a statement for an emergency meeting
of the ruling Workers Party's central leadership to discuss the standoff. The

United States has called on South Korea and the North to show restraint
and "avoid any actions that could escalate tensions." Washington has also
demanded that Pyongyang show "maximum respect for the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of the Republic of Korea," using its usual term for

South Korea.
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download the roo
casino mobile app
and redeem the

bonus. roo casino is
one of the best

south african online
casinos, where you

will find a wide
range of exciting
games to suit all

pockets and tastes.
they offer a variety
of different games

that are safe to play
and as easy as

possible to navigate.
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you can play online
or via their mobile

app and at any time,
day or night,

through any device
that is connected to
the internet. you will
be glad to know that
they have a mobile
version of their site,
allowing you to play
on the go. they have
also chosen to host
their software with
the industry leader,
microgaming. it has,
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to say the least, won
the hearts of many
with its beautiful

graphics and
graphics. you will

find over 50 games
available for you to
play for fun and you

can also use real
money, play

bonuses and deposit
with relative ease.
this online casino is
easy to use, and a

good place to start if
you are a newcomer
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to the online
gambling industry.
roo casino is one of

the best online
casinos in south

africa. they provide
their members with

a unique online
casino experience
that is both user-

friendly and
immensely fun. in

addition to this, they
have an extensive
line up of games

available for those
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who want to take
their gambling

adventure to the
next level. they have
a range of different

games available and
they offer a great
line up of games

that are safe to play
and as easy as

possible to navigate.
you can play online
or via their mobile

app and at any time,
day or night,

through any device
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that is connected to
the internet.
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